
THE CASTE SYSTEM OF ANCIENT INDIA ESSAY

An essay on the caste system in India, outlining its history, practices, legal Going by the ancient Hindu book, the 'Rig
Veda,' human body was.

The second in rank were rulers and warriors, with merchants and traders third in rank. The aryas are renamed
vis or Vaishya meaning the members of the tribe and the new elite classes of Brahmins priests and Kshatriyas
warriors are designated as new varnas. Listen as Mr. These proxies carry the full range of meanings that caste
categorisations do, and are used in a variety of situations, from school and job interviews to a landlord meeting
prospective tenants. Included in this collection were Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist Sinhalese people classified
by castes. There is some truth to this. These priests studied dharma, the spirutual laws that govern the
universe. View a Powerpoint presentation of this lesson. Despite measures to end discrimination, the Dalit
continue to have fewer educational and employment opportunities than Indians from higher castes. Religious
conversions played a significant part in subsuming large societies into the tenets of humanism and a single
large society. The Indian constitution has abolished the system of untouchables. Shudras would serve the
Brahmins in their ashrams, Kshatriyas in their palaces and princely camps, and Vaishyas in their commercial
activities. Within these communities, these rules create a social hierarchy developed through a ranked system
based on either economic value or religious beliefs. With the increase in gated communities, the divide
between rich and poor and upper- and lower-castes has become so sharp that it is equally hard to imagine Dalit
children having access to the doorsteps of upper-caste homes. The way of life will have to change and new
leaders will need to emerge from the ashes. Hart , central aspects of the later Indian caste system may originate
from the ritual kingship system prior to the arrival of Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism in India. It was
taught in classrooms across the country. Remove Ads Advertisement Kshatriyas contested with other kings
often to display their prowess and possessions. In Nepal, the caste system appeared in the ancient era. The
association with Indian tradition was key. Tensions between Jats and Dalits have grown with the recent Jat
demand for reservations in government jobs and education, which they believe Dalits have cornered. Whereas
the Brahmanical texts speak of the four-fold varna system, the Buddhist texts present an alternative picture of
the society, stratified along the lines of jati, kula and occupation. Riding through the dark of rural
Maharashtra, the children were denied water in house after house. Risley , [53] and for fitting his definition to
then prevalent colonial orientalist perspectives on caste. Vaishyas started to see themselves as powerful in
their ownership of land and subjection of Shudras. Members of each caste were obligated to look after one
another, so each caste had its own support system. After the initial flurry of limited upper-class angst â€”
followed by self-congratulation at the foresight of the lawmakers for how the state machinery kicked into gear
to protect the lower-castes â€” the violence was then safely imagined as belonging to a distant, retrograde
realm, where things would soon change. The distinction originally arose from tribal divisions. The word Caste
is derived from the Portuguese word Castas meaning pure. Another important incursion of caste into the
mainstream discourse has been in electoral politics. I was most surprised by the way that the Jat violence
seemed to inspire solidarity not shame. Stephanie Jamison and Joel Brereton, professors of Sanskrit and
Religious studies, state, "there is no evidence in the Rigveda for an elaborate, much-subdivided and
overarching caste system", and "the varna system seems to be embryonic in the Rigveda and, both then and
later, a social ideal rather than a social reality". Thus, soulful adherence to Varna duties from the peak of
Vedic period eventually diminished to subjective makeshift adherence, owing partly to the discomfort in
practising Varna duties and partly to external influence. En route to the village, Jat men had refused to give us
directions. One of the great successes of the Indian dotcom industry is Shaadi. It was paramount for a
Kshatriya to be learned in weaponry, warfare , penance, austerity, administration, moral conduct, justice, and
ruling. This theory discards the Indo-Aryan varna model as the basis of caste, and is centred on the ritual
power of the king, who was "supported by a group of ritual and magical specialists of low social status," with
their ritual occupations being considered 'polluted'. Last were the workers and peasants who were born to be
servants to the other three castes.


